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O N E

The boy is standing in the doorway again. He’s smiling, which 

hardly seems right. A smile means he’s not sick. He didn’t have 

a bad dream. He didn’t wet the bed. None of the things he usu-

ally says when he enters the room uninvited. Kyung nudges his 

wife, who turns over with a grunt, face- fi rst into her pillow. He 

sighs and sits up, rubbing the sleep from his eyes.

“What’s wrong?” he asks. “What’s the matter?”

Ethan, still smiling, takes a step forward, holding a remote 

control in his outstretched palm. “Battery,” he says, pronounc-

ing the word “buttery.”

“You want batteries now?”

He nods. “To watch cartoons.”

The curtains in the bedroom are open. The sky outside, a 

pale silvery blue. It’s early still. Too early to be thinking about 

batteries, but Kyung resists the urge to say so out loud. At this 

hour, he  doesn’t trust himself to do it nicely. He kicks off  the 

sheets, grazing Gillian’s leg as he gets out of bed.

“Five minutes,” she says. “I’ll be up in fi ve.”

The night- lights fl icker as they make their way downstairs, 
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past fl oorboards that creak and sigh under their weight. Kyung 

fi nds a dusty package of batteries that he  doesn’t remember buy-

ing. He swaps out the old for the new and hands the remote 

back to Ethan.

“You want some breakfast now?”

Ethan climbs onto the sofa and turns on the TV. “Okay,” he 

says, fl ipping from one channel to the next.

The boy always agrees to eat and then  doesn’t. If given the 

choice, he’d probably subsist on a diet of grapes, popcorn, and 

cheese. The kitchen is down to the dregs of the week’s grocer-

ies. A spotted brown banana. A cup of cereal dust. Half a cup 

of almost- expired milk. Not much to work with, but enough. 

Kyung slices the banana into the cereal with the edge of a spoon, 

making a face with the pieces because Ethan is more likely to 

eat something when it smiles. As he tosses the peel into the 

trash, he notices the calendar pinned to the wall. There’s a 

circle around today’s date. Inside the thick red ring is a single 

word that disappoints him. Gertie. Weekends are best when 

there’s nothing to do and no one to see. A visit from Gertie is 

the exact opposite of nothing.

“Did your mom mention someone was coming over today?” 

he asks, depositing the bowl of cereal in Ethan’s lap.

“She said I have to clean my room.”

“I need to go talk to her for a minute. Will you be okay  here 

by yourself ?”

“Dad, shhhhh.” Ethan points at the screen as a bright blue 

train speeds past. “I’m missing Thomas.”

Upstairs, Gillian is making the bed. The realtor is coming 

at ten, she says, confi rming what he hoped  wasn’t true. He 

wishes she’d mentioned this the night before, but he knows why 
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she didn’t. Selling the  house is her idea, not his. Kyung glances 

at the ornate paisley comforter, the expertly arranged pillows 

and bolsters, piled high like a soft hill. He wants to climb back 

into them, to pull the sheets over his head and wake up to a 

day that isn’t this one.

“I’m not canceling again,” she says.

“I didn’t ask you to.”

“But I can see it on your face.”

What she actually sees is surprise— surprise that Gertie would 

agree to another meeting with them. At his insistence, Gillian 

canceled their last three. It was dishonest of her to plan it this 

way, but he realizes he gave her no choice.

“Come on,” she says, taking his hand. “We have a lot to do 

before she gets  here.”

They eat their breakfast standing up— a stack of dry toast on 

a paper towel. Kyung searches for something to moisten the 

stale bread, but fi nds only a thin pat of butter, fl ecked with 

crumbs, and a jar of crystallized honey. He misses the pancakes 

and omelets that Gillian used to make before Ethan was born, 

the lazy meals they shared after waking up at noon. These days, 

breakfast is what they consume in large, distracted bites while 

attending to other things. Gillian is leaning over the counter, 

reading him the to-do list on her computer. Sweep fl oors, clean 
up laundry room, vacuum carpets, take out trash. It seems odd to 

go through so much trouble for a realtor, he thinks, someone 

they’re paying for a ser vice. Gertie Trudeau is supposedly the 

best in town. She should be able to price the  house whether 

they do these things or not.

“What about the garbage disposal?” he asks.

“What do you mean?”
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“Don’t you think I should fi x it?”

“We’ll just tell her the sink’s clogged. It’s more important 

for everything to look clean.”

“I think I’ll try to fi x it,” he says, because trying is his only 

means of protest.

Gillian puts on her shoes and opens the door to the garage. 

“Fine,” she says, in a tone that suggests just the opposite. “I 

guess I’ll start with the trash, then.”

Kyung has never fi xed a garbage disposal before. He has only 

a vague idea of how it works— blades, motor, plumbing, pipes. 

He’s not handy like some of the other men in the neighborhood, 

the ones with toolboxes as big as furniture, always borrowing 

and lending the contents as if they  were books. Kyung isn’t 

friendly enough with any of them to ask for help, although he 

sometimes wishes he could. The sink is half- full with foul gray 

dishwater—it has been for days. He’s not sure what to do about 

it except plunge his hand into the murk. An inch shy of elbow- 

deep, he fi nally touches the bottom. There’s a thick layer of grease 

in the chamber, solid like wax.

“Well, no wonder it’s clogged,” he shouts.

From the garage, a muffl  ed “What?”

“I said ‘no wonder it’s clogged.’ ”

Gillian  doesn’t respond. He’s about to remind her that cook-

ing oil settles in the blades, but his wife is a selective listener. If 

she didn’t hear him the fi rst time, she’s not likely to hear him 

now. He loosens the edge of something with his fi ngertips and 

removes a jagged shard of congealed fat. The air suddenly smells 

like rotten meat, the remains of a thousand family dinners. He 

feels an urge to gag that he traps with his fi st and then a tug on 

the hem of his shirt.
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“What are you doing?”

Ethan is standing behind him, still dressed in his pajamas. 

Around his waist is a tool belt with multicolored loops, most 

of which are empty. From the original set, the only pieces that 

remain are a bright yellow hammer and a miniature tape 

mea sure.

“I’m trying to fi x the garbage disposal.”

“What’s wrong with it?”

“Things just break sometimes. Have you cleaned your room 

yet?”

“I can fi x it with you.” Ethan gets up on his tiptoes and bangs 

away on the chipped Formica.

Kyung pinches the bridge of his nose, massaging the dull 

rings of pain around his eyes. Every time the cheap plastic 

hammer hits the counter, he feels a little worse. “Stop,” he says, 

placing his wet hand over Ethan’s. “Please stop.”

Although he barely raised his voice, Ethan’s lower lip starts 

to tremble and his crusty brown eyes well with tears. Kyung 

 doesn’t understand why his son is like this, so quick to cry. He’s 

not the source of it, and Gillian, who comes from a family of 

policemen, hasn’t cried once in the half de cade he’s known her.

“It’s okay,” he says quietly. “But it only takes one person to 

fi x a garbage disposal. Maybe there’s something upstairs that 

you can fi x? Or outside, with Mom?”

Kyung watches carefully, waiting for the threat of tears to 

pass. He’s grateful when Ethan slips the hammer back into its 

loop and runs off  to his room. The banging resumes almost 

immediately, still annoying and per sis tent, but less so with dis-

tance. He turns his attention back to the sink, throwing lumps 

of grease in the trash until the pileup resembles a tumor, opaque 
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and misshapen and thick like jelly. After scraping the chamber 

clean, he runs hot water from the tap, hoping to see some im-

provement, but the water level  doesn’t drop. Instead, the sur-

face shimmers with a slick, oily residue in which he catches his 

refl ection. He looks disappointed, as he often does on week-

ends when a minor  house hold task unravels into something that 

resembles work. He imagines the rest of his day wasted on 

this project— driving to the hardware store for a new tool, 

disassembling things that he shouldn’t, searching the Internet 

for a clue. Nothing in his  house works anymore, which is part of 

the problem.

By the time the realtor arrives, Kyung has completed exactly 

zero tasks on the to-do list. The garbage disposal, still broken, 

might even count as minus one. He watches from the window 

as Gertie rolls up in a silver Mercedes, sleek and recently washed. 

She parks in the driveway and surveys the lawn before ringing 

the bell, wrinkling her nose at the weedy fl ower beds. She looks 

diff erent from her photographs, the ones posted on every other 

bus and billboard in town. Older, he thinks, and heavier too. 

When he greets her in the foyer, he notices that her teeth have 

been whitened, and she’s wearing diamond solitaires the size 

of erasers on her ring fi nger, in her ears, and around her neck. 

He distrusts her immediately, the way she screams sales.
“Pleased to meet you,” she says, shaking his hand as if pumping 

water from a well. “I’m glad we could fi nally make this happen.”

Gillian and Ethan join them in the foyer. They’ve both changed 

clothes. A pair of blue denim shorts and a button- down shirt for 

him. A yellow sundress for her, dotted with orange fl owers. 

Kyung is still wearing the T- shirt and shorts he slept in. His 
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feet are callused and bare, outlined with dirt from the sandals he 

wore the day before.

“Now, who is this precious little boy?” Gertie asks.

Ethan steps backward, hiding behind Gillian’s leg.

“Say hello to Mrs. Trudeau,” Kyung says.

Ethan extends his small hand to her, which she takes be-

tween her thumb and forefi nger.

“How old are you?” she asks.

“Four,” he whispers, retreating behind Gillian again. She 

makes no eff ort to stop him, which they’ve discussed in the past. 

The boy is shy because they coddle him.

“What a gorgeous child,” Gertie says agreeably. “Biracial 

children are always so beautiful. The best of both parents, I 

think. You two are what? Chinese and Irish?”

“Korean,” he corrects.

Gertie quickly depletes her reserves of small talk and asks for 

a tour, which they start in the living room. Gillian takes the lead 

and tries to point out the nicer features of the  house, describ-

ing even the smallest things too cheerfully, as if the person she 

needs to convince is herself. Kyung brings up the rear, occa-

sionally stealing a peek over Gertie’s shoulder as she jots down 

notes in a leather- bound legal pad. The brick fi replace in the 

living room receives a check- plus, along with the bay window, 

the wood fl oors, and the size of the adjoining dining room. The 

kitchen appliances, the worn carpets on the second fl oor, and 

the water stains in the bathroom all receive a check- minus. 

Pantry and garage, check- plus. Wet basement and old boiler, 

check- minus. He isn’t insulted so much as impressed by the skill 

and speed with which she cata logs the good and bad. Gertie 
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sees dollars, not disappointment, which is exactly what he needs 

right now.

After the tour, they sit down at the kitchen table while Gertie 

removes a manila folder from her briefcase. The label on the tab 

reads mcfadden— Gillian’s last name, not his.

“I pulled up some sales data on comparable  houses in the 

neighborhood.” She fl ips through a few sheets of paper, frown-

ing as if she left something behind at the offi  ce. “Of course, 

you know the market’s down right now.”

Under the table, Gillian taps ner vously on Kyung’s leg. Get 

to the point, he thinks. Get to the point already.

“I’d say your biggest selling point is the neighborhood. The 

taxes are a little high  here, but you’re in an excellent school 

district, and the commute to Boston is pretty reasonable. As for 

the  house . . .”

He wants to cut her off  and tell her about their plans. They 

had so many of them— a new kitchen, a sunroom, replacement 

windows, and a deck— but what does it matter now? It’s obvi-

ous they  couldn’t aff ord to do any of it. That’s the hesitation he 

hears in her voice.

“. . . the  house could use a fair amount of remodeling. And 

that boiler will have to be replaced soon, which won’t be cheap. 

Ah,  here it is.” Gertie pulls out a piece of paper from the bot-

tom of the stack and adjusts her reading glasses. “I’d probably 

suggest a list price of three hundred and sixty- fi ve thousand 

dollars. Maybe you could go as high as three ninety if you’re not 

in a hurry to move, but I  wouldn’t necessarily recommend that 

route.”

It  doesn’t matter what she would or  wouldn’t recommend. 

Even the higher price is less than what they hoped for, less than 
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what they owe. Kyung forgets himself for a moment and rests 

his forehead in his hands. This is exactly why he put off  the 

meeting for so long.

“I’m sorry. Is that not what you expected to hear?”

He  can’t quite bring himself to answer the question. Al-

though he knew Gertie  wouldn’t be able to save them, at the 

very least, he thought she might throw them a rope.

Gillian sends Ethan into the living room and tells him to 

turn on the TV. “Can we be completely honest with you?” she 

asks.

“If you expect me to sell your  house, you shouldn’t be any-

thing but.”

“Well”—she picks at a line of dirt under her nail—“ we’re 

kind of embarrassed about this, but you might as well know . . .  

my husband and I refi nanced at the height of the market and 

took cash out against our mortgage, so we actually owe the 

bank about four hundred and eighty thousand for this place.”

The books and Web sites that Gillian always asks him to read 

refer to this state as “underwater” or “upside down”— terms he 

actively dislikes. It’s bad enough that everything in the  house 

keeps breaking. He  doesn’t need to imagine himself drown-

ing too.

“So it’s a short sale,” Gertie says. Her expression gives away 

nothing. “They’re much more common these days. The trick 

is getting your bank to take a loss on the diff erence between 

what you owe them and what you can sell for.”

Her matter- of- fact tone should encourage him, but it  doesn’t. 

He already knows their bank won’t agree to a loss unless they 

fall behind on their payments. By some sort of miracle, they 

 haven’t yet, although they’re behind on everything  else. Gertie 
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fails to mention that a short sale would be disastrous to their 

credit rating, almost as bad as a foreclosure. No one would be 

willing to lend to them for years. Kyung  can’t stand the idea of 

being reduced to a renter at his age, asking a landlord for per-

mission to paint a room or hang up some shelves. He was raised 

to believe that owning a home meant something. Losing a home 

like this— that would mean something too.

“An alternative to selling now is renting this place out until 

the market picks back up. You could easily get twenty- fi ve hun-

dred a month, maybe even as much as three thousand.” Gertie 

turns to him. “Would you have somewhere  else to go if I found 

you a good tenant? I actually know of a couple. They’re relo-

cating to the area and want to get acclimated for a year before 

they buy.”

They do have a place to go, a place that makes sense fi nan-

cially, but it would wreck him to exercise the option, to ex-

plain why he had to. His parents live three miles away, just past 

the conservation land that separates their neighborhood from 

his own. As Gillian keeps pointing out, they have plenty of 

space, they could live there rent- free, and it’s what his parents 

wanted all along—to spend more time with their grandson. He 

just  can’t imagine living any closer to them than he already 

does.

“Kyung’s parents own a six- bedroom up the hill,” Gillian 

says.

“Marlboro Heights.” Gertie is impressed. “Well, this will be 

perfect, then. I’ll call my clients and schedule a showing the 

next time they’re in town.”

The conversation is moving ahead without him. Kyung 
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hasn’t even committed to the idea of renting yet, and already, 

Gertie and Gillian are making plans.

“How do you know these people will even want to rent our 

 house? What if they don’t like it?”

“What’s not to like?” Gertie stands up and walks to the 

kitchen window. “Second to Marlboro Heights, this is the best 

neighborhood in town. And look at this view. Trees as far as the 

eye can see.”

Their backyard abuts twenty- six acres of pine and spruce. 

The locals on both sides of the conservation land refer to it as the 

“green wall.” It was the feature Gillian fell in love with when 

they fi rst started  house hunting, that sense of being surrounded. 

The three- bedroom colonial was at the top of their price range, 

but he could tell how much she wanted it, and he wanted it for 

her. Now their decision is ruining them. He shakes his head and 

glances at Gertie, who hasn’t said a word since she turned toward 

the window. Her eyebrows are angled sharply into a frown, 

and her mouth is open as if she means to speak, but  can’t.

“Is something wrong with the yard?” he asks.

Slowly, she lifts her fi nger and taps on the glass. “I think that 

woman out there— I think she might be naked.”

Kyung and Gillian gather around the window, craning to 

see what she does. Their backyard is empty except for the swing 

set and clothesline. The neighbors’ yards too— all empty. He 

looks out toward the overgrown fi eld of weeds and wildfl ow-

ers where their property line ends and the conservation land 

begins. Kyung’s eyesight isn’t what it used to be, but when he 

squints, he thinks he can see someone wading through the tall 

grass.
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“Is she actually naked?” he asks.

Gillian leans in closer, fogging the glass with her breath. 

“Jesus, Kyung. I think that’s Mae.”

He narrows his eyes, trying to sharpen the blur of lines and 

colors coming at them. The woman’s hair is black like his, but 

with the sun parked behind a cloud, he  can’t make out her face. 

It’s not her, he thinks. She’s limping. Mae  doesn’t have a limp.

“You two know this person?” Gertie asks.

“I think it might be Kyung’s mother.”

He continues staring as the woman approaches, holding 

one hand over her breasts, and the other over her privates. Nei-

ther hand can obscure what Kyung realizes is not an optical 

illusion, not some crude misunderstanding of distance and light. 

His mother is completely naked.

“I’m sorry,” he says. “I don’t understand. . . .” Half of him 

wants to tear out of the  house, but the other half wants to sal-

vage the meeting by making up excuses. “She hasn’t been well 

lately. She’s . . .  forgetful, I guess you’d call it.”

“My mother had Alzheimer’s too,” Gertie says. “It’s a sad way 

of losing someone. Why don’t I leave you two alone now?” She 

collects her papers and puts them back in the folder. “When I 

hear from my clients, I’ll give you a call.”

Kyung restrains himself, clutching the back of his chair as 

Gillian tries to show her out, but Gertie stops just before she 

reaches the door.

“I know you probably hate the idea of renters in  here. Most 

people in your situation do, but it might not be the worst thing 

in the world to spend more time with your parents right now. 

I wish I had.”

Mae is fi fty- six years old. She  doesn’t have Alzheimer’s. She 
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 doesn’t have anything. But Kyung  doesn’t bother to correct 

her because dementia is the only reasonable explanation for what 

she’s done. As soon as Gertie leaves, he runs out the back door 

toward the fi eld, the same way he did when he saw Ethan turn-

ing blue at a neighbor’s birthday party. He was choking on a 

piece of candy, a thumb- sized chocolate that he  wasn’t supposed 

to eat. Kyung was terrifi ed at fi rst, and angry later. Now he feels 

the full force of both. He rips a beach towel from the clothes-

line, and a plastic pin snaps off  and hits him in the face, miss-

ing his eye by almost nothing.

The grassy fi eld comes up to his knees, littered with things that 

he never noticed from a distance. Everywhere he steps, there’s 

broken glass and pieces of metal and thick patches of thistle 

that sting and scrape his legs. Even if the ground  were free of 

obstacles, he  wouldn’t look up. He  can’t. His mother is so con-

servative, so timid about her body. She’s never even worn a bath-

ing suit. He  doesn’t understand how that woman became this 

one. As they meet near the middle of the fi eld, Kyung turns his 

head and hugs her with the towel, covering the parts of her that 

he  doesn’t want to see.

“What?” he shouts. But his thoughts are too scattered to fi n-

ish the question. “Why?”

Mae’s face is fi lthy. Her skin is covered with dark brown 

streaks. He worries that it’s excrement, a possibility no stranger 

than wandering naked from her  house to his.

“Where are your clothes?”

Mae’s expression  doesn’t change, not even when he shouts 

the question just inches from her ear.

“Help,” she says, followed by something in Korean—so low, 

he can barely make out the words.
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“En glish. Speak En glish. I  can’t understand you.”

“Help,” she repeats.

“I’m trying to.” He pulls the towel around her tighter, embar-

rassed by the sight of Mae so diminished, wrapped in hot pink 

sea  horses and neon green stripes. “Where’s Dad? Can we call 

him to come get you? Can he bring you some clothes?”

“Aboji ga dachi shuh suh.”
“What? What are you saying?”

“Aboji ga dachi shuh suh.”
Korean is no longer the language he speaks with his parents. 

They retired it from use years ago, when Kyung was just a child. 

Like a dog, he sometimes recognizes the sounds of certain 

words, but  doesn’t always grasp their meaning. Aboji ga . . .  your 

father? Dachi shuh suh . . .  hurt me? Your father hurt me? The 

air catches in his lungs as the question forms a statement, and 

suddenly everything forgotten is familiar again. He turns Mae’s 

face toward his, gently lifting her chin until he notices the 

bruises. Two in the center of her throat. Eight more fanning 

out on the sides of her neck. Fingerprints. When he backs away, 

the towel slides off  her shoulders and falls to the ground, but 

Mae  doesn’t reach for it or even cover herself with her hands. 

She just stands there, trembling as he takes in everything that he 

missed before. The scratches on her arms and breasts. The bloody 

patches where her pubic hair has been ripped out. Bruises every-

where. Bruises again.

Behind him, the kitchen door squeaks open and bangs shut.

“Is she all right, Kyung? What’s going on?”

As Gillian approaches, his mother buries herself in his arms 

and starts to cry, but it’s like no cry he’s ever heard before. She 
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wails, long and low, like a wounded animal that any decent man 

would have the sense to kill.

END OF 15-PAGE WRITING SAMPLE 
CHAPTER CONTINUES
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